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Meritor announces release
of the 14Xe ePowertrain &
first customers

Bollinger & EAVX join forces
to develop all-electric work
trucks

Vitesco brings out e-motors
for two wheelers

US vehicle supplier Meritor announced its 14Xe ePowertrain is
now available and will be in production this month. A number of
first customers for the new electric
drive system have already been
found. Additionally, a collaboration
has been signed with BAE Systems.

Bollinger Motors has announced a
strategic cooperation with the major US commercial-vehicle bodywork supplier EAVX to develop
electric work trucks. The deal also
includes coordinating vehicle sales,
after-sales, and maintenance services. For EAVX, it is the second
such advance within a few months.

The German automotive supplier
Vitesco Technologies has just presented system solutions for 48volt electric drives for two-wheelers for the first time at the Milan
motorbike trade fair EICMA 2021. A
demonstration model of a hybrid
motorbike will also be on display.

#Meritor #Powertrain #electric

#supplier #electric #startup

#motorbike #german #system
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Tesla stops taking
Model S/X orders outside North America
Tesla, in an email to customers, announced
it was not taking Model S and Model X orders outside North America. The company
now expects deliveries in other markets to
restart during the second half of 2022. Configurators in Germany continue to show
both models but do not indicate prices or
delivery dates any longer.

Volkswagen confirms
the ID. California electric van
As part of its new round of planning, Volkswagen has also confirmed an all-electric leisure vehicle that will be produced by the commercial
vehicle division in Hanover in the future: The ID.
California will be an electric camper based on
the VW ID. Buzz.
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#aviation
Several French aviation and
transport industry players
have opened a test centre
for sustainable urban air mo-
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Volocopter is to supply elec-

bility at the Pontoise-Cormeilles airfield just outside
the French capital Paris.
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